Abstract. In this paper we address the problem of identifying what local properties the sub-components of a system have to satisfy in order to guarantee a (security) property on the behaviour of the whole system. We associate each action with a value. Hence, we end up with quantitative properties on them, which are specified through a modal logic equipped with a parametric algebraic structure (i.e., a c-semiring). The aim is to have a value related to the satisfaction of a formula. Starting from the behaviour of a general distributed system (or context), we propose a formal approach to decompose a global quantitative property into the local quantitative properties to be satisfied by its sub-contexts.
Introduction
Understanding, reasoning, and designing distributed systems can be problematic. As such systems grow in size and decentralisation degree, their development demands for rigorous formal approaches. An example is the verification of security properties, as which actions a component is allowed to perform at a given moment, depending upon what actions a different component has executed.
For instance, let us consider the classical Chinese-Wall security-policy regulating the access to two sets of resources A and B, and a system that is a composition of two unknown components, both able to access to A and B. The global system satisfies the Chinese-Wall property if and only if the two components coordinate their actions in such a way that the system accesses to only one of the two sets; thus, if it is accesses to A, it cannot then access to B (and vice-versa). The goal of the paper is to describe a formal machinery that allows us to opportunely find out the properties that must be locally satisfied by each of the unknown components over their composition, to guarantee a given property (i.e., in this case, the Chinese-Wall policy).
In addition to this, we consider quantitative aspects, in order to add to the picture costs, execution times, rates and, in general, other non-functional aspects. Therefore, the relevant question is not only whether a system verifies a boolean property (as a security feature), but also how much enforcing it impacts on other desiderata. This "how much" corresponds to a generic cost needed to verify that property, for instance by considering the cost of all the actions required to satisfy it. In particular, the ultimate aim of this work is to identify the quantitative constraints each system subcomponents has to satisfy in order to allow the whole system to behave as expected (i.e., verifying a boolean property), and, at the same time, with a cost better than a user-defined threshold t.
In the following, Sec. 2 presents the necessary background-notions about csemirings [2, 3] , the algebraic structure we use to parametrise different cost/preference metrics: anything that can be cast to a semiring is still usable in the same framework. In Sec. 3, we introduce the notion of quantitative contexts, i.e., contexts whose actions are associated with a c-semiring value. Contexts have been introduced in [10] with the purpose to formally specify and analyse generic distributed-systems.
Section 4 and Sec. 5 represent the core of this work: there i) we recall and enhance a quantitative Hennessy-Milner logic (i.e., c-HM logic) [14] to define quantitative properties on n-ary context and ii) we provide all the necessary formal tools for decomposing quantitative properties satisfied by an n-ary context into n local ones, each of them satisfied by a unary (quantitative) context. Each context represents a different component of a distributed system.
In Sec. 6 we sketch an example of a well-known security model, i.e., the Chinese-Wall, rephrased with security-levels and then decomposed. In this way we can observe i) whether the specified policy is classically respected, and ii) whether the contribution of each distributed component (in terms of the securitylevel of its actions) is enough to guarantee a minimum global-security. Finally, Sec. 7 reports the related work, and Sec. 8 presents conclusions and future work.
C-semirings
The idempotency of`leads to the definition of a partial ordering ď K over the set K (K is a poset). It is defined as a ď K b if and only if a`b " b, and`finds their least upper bound in K. This intuitively means that b is "better" than a. Therefore, we can use`as an optimisation operator and always choose the best available solution.
Some more properties can be derived on c-semirings [3] : i) both`andâ re monotone over ď K , ii)ˆis intensive (i.e., aˆb ď K a), iii)ˆis closed (i.e., aˆb P K), and iv) xK, ď K y is a complete lattice. K and J are respectively the bottom and top elements of such lattice. When alsoˆis idempotent, i)d istributes overˆ, ii)ˆis the greater lower bound (glb, or [) of the lattice, and iii) xK, ď K y is a distributive lattice. ř denotes the set-wise extension of`. Some c-semiring instances are: boolean xtF , T u, _,^, F , T y 3 , fuzzy xr0, 1s, max, min, 0, 1y, bottleneck xR`Yt`8u, max, min, 0, 8y, probabilistic xr0, 1s, max, , 0, 1y (or Viterbi semiring), weighted xR`Y t`8u, min,ˆ,`8, 0y. Capped operators stand for their arithmetic equivalent.
Although c-semirings have been historically used as monotonic structures where to aggregate costs (and find best solutions), the need of removing values has raised in local consistency algorithms and non-monotonic algebras using constraints (e.g., , [2] ). A solution comes from residuation theory [4] , a standard tool on tropical arithmetic that allows for obtaining a division operator via an approximate solution to the equation bˆx " a.
Definition 4 (Division [2] ). Let K be a tropical semiring. Then, K is residuated if the set tx P K | bˆx ď au admits a maximum for all elements a, b P K, denoted a˜b.
Since a complete
4 tropical-semiring is also residuated, all the classical instances of c-semiring presented above are residuated, i.e., each element in K admits an "inverse", which is unique in case ď K is a total order. For instance, the unique "inverse" a˜b in the weighted semiring is defined as follows:
Definition 5 (Unique invertibility [2] ). Let K be an absorptive, invertible semiring. Then, K is uniquely invertible iff it is cancellative, i.e., @a, b, c P A.paĉ " bˆcq^pc ‰ 0q ñ a " b.
Since all the previous examples of c-semirings (e.g., weighted or fuzzy) are cancellative, they are uniquely invertible as well. Furthermore, it is also possible to consider several optimisation criteria at the same time: the Cartesian product of c-semirings is still a c-semiring. Clearly, in this case the ordering induced byì s partial, e.g., when we have xk 1 , k 2 y and xk 3 , k 4 y, and k 1 ď k 3 while k 2 ě k 4 .
Quantitative Contexts
The notion of context has been introduced in [10] as an expression describing the partial implementation of a system, CpX 1 , . . . , X n q, where C denotes the known part, and X 1 , . . . , X n are free variables representing the unknown ones.
In this section, we enhance the definitions of context given in [10] by adding the notion of a weight associated with tuple of actions. This allows us to quantitatively specify and analyse the behaviour of a distributed system with some unknowns part, which have nevertheless to participate to the satisfaction of a quantitative global-property on the whole system. of Ñ to be determined by the context. The informal interpretation is that the context C takes in input the set of actionsã performed with a weight k, and it returns as outputb weighted by h, finally becoming C 1 . Ifã is 0 (i.e., no action) then the context produces an output without consuming any internal action; ifb is 0 then there is not any observable transition and we omit the vector of outputs; if bothã andb are equal to 0, then both the internal process and the external observer are not involved in the transduction.
We compose contexts by means of two operations: composition and product.
Definition 7 (Composition). Let C " pxC m n y n,m , Act, K, xÑ K n,m y n,m q be a quantitative context-system. A composition on C is a dyadic operation˝on contexts such that, whenever C P C m n and D P C r m , then D˝C P C r n according to the following rule:
whereã " xa 1 , . . . , a n y,b " xb 1 , . . . , b m y andc " xc 1 , . . . , c r y are vectors of actions, while k, h, w represent the weight associated to the vector af actionsã, b, andc respectively.
The basic idea is that two contexts can be composed if the output of the first one (cfr. D) is exactly the same in terms of i) the tuple of performed actions, ii) its associated weight, with respect to the input of the second context (cfr. C). In this way, the two contexts combine their actions in such a way that the transduction of the composed context takes the input of D and its weight as input, and it returns the output of C and its weight as output.
To compose n independent processes through the same context C P C m n we define an independent combination, referred as the product operator of n contexts D 1ˆ. . .ˆD n , where D i P C 
where juxtaposition of vectorsã " xa 1 , . . . , a n y andc " xc 1 , . . . , c r y is the vector ac " xa 1 , . . . , a n , c 1 , . . . , c r y, and juxtaposition of vectorsb " xb 1 , . . . , b m y and
Note that the weight of the juxtaposition of two action vectors is just theˆof their weights.
For sake of readability, in the following we will write the combined process CpD 1 , . . . , D n q as a shorthand for C˝pD 1ˆ. . .ˆD n q.
Note that, since we consider asynchronous contexts, it is not required that all the components D 1 , . . . , D n contribute in a transition of the combined process CpD 1 , . . . , D n q, i.e., some D i can perform a 0 action.
Quantifying Properties in a Distributed Environment
In this section, we mainly focus on how we can express quantitative properties/constraints on distributed systems. To this aim, we propose a variant of a quantitative Hennessy-Milner logic, the c-HM logic firstly proposed in [14] ; thus, we can specify a property on a tuple of actions, extending it to c-HM n .
Multi-action C-semiring Hennessy-Milner Logic (c-HM n )
We start by defining the transition system on which c-HM n is defined:
n is a finite set of transition labels, where each label is a vector of labels in L: the label xa 1 , . . . , a n y P L n and for all i " 1, . . . , n, a i P L. iii)
K " xK, ď,ˆ,˜, 1, K, Jy is an IReM used for the definition of transition weights, and iv) T : pSˆL nˆS q ÝÑ K is the transition weight-function.
where R " tC 1 P C m 0 | pC, pã, kaq, p0, Jq, C 1 q P T u Table 1 . The semantic interpretation of c-HM. We have ř pHq " K and Ű pHq " J.
Definition 10 syntactically defines the correct formulas given over an MLTS.
and letã P L n , the syntax of a formula φ P Φ M is as follows, where k P K:
xãy y yφ | r r rãs s sφ
The operators \ and [ (respectively the lub and glb derived from ě in K), and (still in the definition of K) are used in place of classical logic operators _ and^, in order to compose the truth values of two formulas together. Truth values are all the k P K. In particular, while false corresponds to K, we can have different degrees of true, where "full truth" is J. As a reminder, when thê operator is idempotent, thenˆand [ coincide (Sec. 2). Finally, we have the two classical modal operators, i.e., "possibly" (x x x¨y y y), and "necessarily" (r r r¨s s s).
The semantics of a formula φ is interpreted on a system of quantitative contexts, given on top of an MLTS M " pC
The aim is to check the specification defined by φ over the behaviour of a weighted transition system M that defines the behaviour of a quantitative context. While in [10] the semantics of a formula computes the states U Ď C m n that satisfy that formula, our semantics M : pΦ MˆC m n q ÝÑ K (see Tab. 1) computes a truth value for the same U . In particular, in the following we deal with n-ary contexts (C n 0 ), hence the set of labels is L n " Act n 0 . Note that we consider finite contexts C m n , i.e., they are defined over a finite MLTS, they are not recursive, and the contexts composed with them are closed and finite as well.
In Tab. 1 and in the following (when clear from the context), we omit M from M for the sake of readability. The semantics is parametrised over a context C P C m n , which is used to consider only the transitions that can be fired at a given step (labelled with a vector of actionsã).
In Def. 11 we rephrase the notion of satisfiability of a c-HM n formula φ on a context C by taking into account a threshold t (t-satisfiability):
n formula φ with a threshold-value t, i.e., C ( t φ, if and only if the interpretation of φ on C is better/equal than t. Formally:
This means that C is a model for a formula φ, with respect to a certain value t, if and only if the weight corresponding to the interpretation of φ on C is better or equal to t in the partial order ď defined in K.
Remark 1. Note that, if C does not satisfy a formula φ then φ C " K. Consequently, the only t such that C ( t φ is t " K. If φ C ‰ K, then φ is satisfiable with a certain threshold t ‰ K.
Decomposition of Properties
In this section we provide a machinery for decomposing quantitative properties satisfied by a context C n 0 , which can be written as the product of n C 1 0 contexts, into local quantitative properties, each of them satisfied by such a unary context. 5 Indeed, let CpX 1 , . . . , X n q be a distributed system, in which X 1 , . . . , X n are system subcomponents. We are interested in identifying which are the local properties or constraints, expressed by a logic formula c-HM 1 , each X i , i " 1, . . . , n has to quantitatively satisfy that CpX 1 , . . . , X nuantitatively satisfies a global property expressed by a n-ary logic formula in c-HM
n . This satisfaction is given with respect to a threshold value t concerning a quantitative requirement on the evaluation of φ, which is required to be better than t P K. Formally, this can be expressed as
Due to the expressive power of c-HM n (see Sec. 4.1), we mainly consider safety properties, e.g., properties expressing that if something goes wrong it can be detected in a finite number of steps.
In order to solve the problem in Eq. 1, we provide formal tools to simplify this problem by splitting φ into local properties to be projected on each unknown X i i.e., the problem in Eq. 1 is reduced to a set of problems X i ( ti φ i , @i P I, where X i P C 1 0 and φ i and t i are the output of the decomposition procedure. In words, we decompose φ 1 over the unknown parts. Similarly to [10] , we define a n-tuple formula as a unary c-HM n formula represented as a vector of n components xφ 1 , . . . , φ n y, where each φ 1 , . . . , φ n is a closed and unary formula in c-HM 1 . xφ 1 , . . . , φ n y is unary because we let its evaluation correspond to φ 1ˆ. . .ˆφ n .
Definition 12 (Tuple-formulas). xφ 1 , . . . , φ n y is an n-tuple formula where each φ i , i " 1, . . . , n is a unary formula such that, for the context X 1ˆ. . .ˆX n : xφ 1 , . . . , φ n y pX 1ˆ. . .ˆX n q " xφ 1 y pX 1 qˆ. . .ˆ xφ n y pX n q For a tuple formula φ, we say that φ is quantitatively weakly valid if it is satisfied by all the possible n-product contexts X 1ˆ. . .ˆX n , within a given quantitative context-system.
Hereafter we focus on the decomposition of a formula φ into the components of a tuple-formula. To do this, we first introduce the notion of equality between two formulas i.e., φ 1 " φ 2 , in such a way that the result is J if they are both evaluated to the same k P K, K otherwise. Formally,
Hence, the decomposition we need can be formally stated as the search for a single tuple formula xφ 1 , . . . , φ n y such that xφ 1 , . . . , φ n y " φ is a tautology, i.e., xφ 1 , . . . , φ n y " φ pCq " J for any C. Therefore, we can state xφ 1 , . . . , φ n y is quantitatively weakly valid. Note that, according to the definition of ", this is equivalent to state that xφ 1 , . . . , φ n y pCq " φ pCq for any C. Hereafter, when we use this notation we omit pCq for the sake of brevity.
Usually
is a tautology (see Eq. 2). For the sake of clarity and simplicity, we curb to consider the decomposition of φ into 2-tuple formulas, that is ř iPI xφ The basic idea of this definition is to identify all the possible binary productformulas that have to be included in a summation product-formula ψ, with the purpose to guarantee ψ is a tautology.
In general, not all the summation tuple-formulas are saturated; however, they can be saturated by adopting the following construction. Definition 14 (Saturation construction). Let Φ be a tuple-formula ř iPI xφ i 1 , φ i 2 y. Then we define two tuple-formulas LpΦq and RpΦq as follows:
Example 1. Let us consider φ " x5, 3y`x6, 4y in the weighted semiring. This is not saturated because it is possible to find two unary contexts C 1 and C 2 whose product satisfies φ, but none of them satisfies (see Eq. 2) neither x5, 3y nor x6, 4y. For instance, according to the semantics of`, x5, 3y`x6, 4y pC 1ˆC2 q can be rewritten as x5, 3y pC 1ˆC2 q` x6, 4y pC 1ˆC2 q. For the semantics of a binary product formula, x5, 3y pC 1ˆC2 q " 5 pC 1 qˆ 3 pC 2 q or x6, 4y pC 1ˆC2 q " 6 pC 1 qˆ 4 pC 2 q. Let us consider 5 pC 1 q and 4 pC 2 q, then φ pC 1ˆC2 q " 9 (the product satisfies φ). However, the binary product formula x5, 4y is not in the original summation formula.
φ represents the intersection of two rectangles represented by the couple x5, 3y and x6, 4y: the grey and dotted area in Fig. 1 (i.e., x5, 3y ). All the rectangles completely included in the grey-and-dotted intersections in Fig. 1 imply φ in all the possible contexts of any context system: in this case, x5, 4y and x6, 3y. Let us now compute the saturation of φ, RpLpφqq: RpLpx5, 3y`x6, 4yqq " xJ, Kyx K, Jy`x5, 3y`x6, 4y`xp5`6q, p3 [ 4qy`xp5 [ 6q, p3`4qy " xJ, Ky`xK, Jyx 5, 3y`x6, 4y`x5, 4y`x6, 3y. As hinted by Fig.1 , the two rectangles x5, 3y and x6, 4y appear in such saturation.
Note that x5, 3y and x6, 4y are totally ordered: one dominates both dimensions of the other. Whether we consider partially ordered summation formulas, such as x5, 4y`x6, 3y depicted in Fig. 2 , the saturation just includes the decomposition of K in accordance with K ď k for every k P K. This also depends on the fact that, if the semantic interpretation of x5, 4y and x6, 3y is the same, then there is no other value in the middle whose decomposition should be considered.
The composition of LpF q and RpF q allows the desired saturation: Theorem 1 (Saturation). Let Φ be a summation-tuple formula, then Φ " LpΦq and Φ " RpΦq are qualitatively weakly valid and RpLpΦqq is saturated.
Proof. We need to prove that Φ " LpΦq and Φ " RpΦq . Let us consider the case LpΦq.
By construction, anyway we select a specific j P pJ Ď Iq, we have ř Proof. The intuition is that, when k " K, according to rule (i) in Tab. 2, we simply decompose it as txK, Jy, xJ, Kyu. For k " J, the single value of decomposition is equal to txJ, Jyu. These two results completely recall the original work in [10] . Still following [10] , the more difficult equivalence is the pvq one. Let us consider C 1ˆC2 ( t rabsp Ů i P Iφ
saturated, this means that Di P I such that C 
The other weakly equivalences are more simple to prove and the reasoning is similar.
Remark 1. [Decomposing k]
The decomposition of k in Tab. 2 is finite and it is the maximal one. This depends on the semantics of a formula k. Indeed, k is a tautology because its semantics interpretation is always the same for any context system. Following the intuition of saturation, we would like to decompose k in all the possible product-formulas whose interpretation is k, i.e., k " ř i,jPI xk i , k j y such that k iˆkj " k. However, this decomposition is infinite if the domain of the c-semiring is infinite. Nevertheless, if we consider finite c-semirings with a finite set K, it is possible to prove that it collapses to using the decomposition provided by piq in Tab. 2. Furthermore, even though we consider a c-semiring with an infinite set of preferences, the two decompositions are equivalent:
xk, Jy`xJ, ky "
This is because k pCq " k for every context C.
Theorem 3 (Decomposition existence).
Let φ P c-HM 2 be a finite formula and I a finite set of indexes. It always exists a saturated decomposition of φ, i.e., ř iPI xφ
2 y is a quantitatively weakly valid formula.
Proof. The proof is made by induction on the structure of φ.
Base case: φ " k According to Tab. 2, k " xk, Jy\xJ, ky. As we have already said in Rmk. 1, this decomposition is saturated because, according to Tab. 1 all the elements of the domains of a c-semiring are tautologies. Hence, add all the couple of elements whose semantics is equal to k is redundant. Inductive step:
-φ " φ 1ˆφ2 : By inductive hypothesis, there exists a saturated decomposition for both φ 1 and φ 2 . Hence,
It is worth noting that we have consider the same set of indexes for both the decomposition but this does not influence the validity of the proof because this is only a matter of notation. According to rule ii) Tab. 2, Ů i,jPI
This is a possible decomposition of φ 1ˆφ2 ; to be saturated we have to prove that for any couple of contexts C 1 and C 2 , there exist i, j P I such that 
Being the decomposition of φ 1 and φ 2 saturated by inductive hypothesis, there exists at least i P I such that Ů
1,2 pC 2 q and there exists j P I such that
2,2 y pC 2 q. It is worth noting that it is possible to rename the set of indexes in order to have not a couple of index but an index e.g., w " pi, jq, that allows to conclude the proof. The proof of φ " φ 1 [ φ 2 follows the same reasoning.
-φ " x x xa, by y yφ 1 : by inductive hypothesis, φ 1 has a saturated decomposition,
Since we are considering a product context C " C 1ˆC2 , then, according to the semantics of the product operator, k xa,by " k aˆkb , whether C 1 performs a and C 2 performs b. Hence,
According to rule iv Tab. 2, This is a decomposition of φ. To prove it is saturated, we have two cases: i) C 1ˆC2 does not perform xa, by. This means that xx x xay y yφ 
Quantitative Chinese-Wall Policy
A possible application of the proposed framework is to security. Indeed, by identifying the necessary and sufficient conditions of each system subcomponent, it is possible to guarantee security by analysing those subcomponents that may attack the system. We extend the well-known Chinese-Wall access-policy with side-quantities associated with access actions (as advanced in Sec. 1). In the following we suppose to use xR`Y t`8u, min,ˆ,`8, 0y as the reference (weighted) semiring. We refer to it as Quantitative Chinese-Wall Policy, where a policy is expressed by φ " φ 1`φ2 and φ 1 , φ 2 represent two distinct strategies to access to two different sets of resources (A and B, e.g., files or data). Each (boxed) access action is associated with a different weight, which can be interpreted as a monetary cost demanded to exploit such resource, or a cost in terms of capabilities to be spent in order to access. The two formulas are φ 1 " raccess As5ˆraccess Bs3 and φ 2 " raccess Bs6ˆraccess As4.
This behaves as the classical Chinese-Wall if the threshold is t " 3, or t " 4: in the first case, one can access to B with strategy φ 1 , while with t " 4 one can access to either B (φ 1 ) or to A using strategy φ 2 . With 8 ą t ě 5, both strategies can be adopted to access to both resources, still exclusively (either A or B); hence, it corresponds to a "relaxed" version of Chinese Wall. Finally, with t ě 8, it is possible to contemporary access to both resources with φ 1 ; with t ě 10 even with both strategies, thus completely breaking the classical Chinese-Wall Policy. Thus, to be sure to respect the classical or relaxed policy, one has to select t worse than the cost of the best strategy (here, worse than 8).
Let us decompose the Quantitative Chinese-Wall Policy into local constraints on X 1 and X 2 . Hence, we have to decompose φ according to quantitative equivalences (i) and (v) in Tab. 2.
φ 1 " praccess Aspx5, Jy`xJ, 5yqˆpraccess Bspx3, Jy`xJ, 3yqq " pxraccess As5, Jy`xJ, raccess As5yqˆpxraccess Bs3, Jy`xJ, raccess Bs3yq φ 2 " praccess Bspx6, Jy`xJ, 6yqˆpraccess Aspx4, Jy`xJ, 4yqq " pxraccess Bs6, Jy`xJ, raccess Bs6yqˆpxraccess As4, Jy`xJ, raccess As4yq
We would like to prove that X 1ˆX2 ( t φ, where t is a threshold cost. Fixing t " 5 then, X 1ˆX2 ( t φ may be not satisfy φ for one of these two reasons:
1. X 1ˆX2 ( t φ with t ď 5. This happens when, for instance X1 " paccess A, 1q.0 and X2 " paccess B, 1q.0 then X1ˆX2 " ppaccess A, access Bq, 1q.0. According to the decomposition both the actions at the same time may not be performed, hence the formula is not satisfied even though the whole evaluation of the formula is better than 5. 2. The Chinese-Wall Policy is respected, but the security level of the product does not satisfy the required threshold yet, and φ is not 5-satisfied. This is the case in which both X 1 and X 2 perform a valid sequence of actions, e.g., one access A each, but the level of one of these actions is worse than 5. For instance, one access to A happens with a weak password (e.g., level 6).
Related Work
The most direct comparison is with [10] : this paper promotes a quantitative view of such work, presenting semirings as a general framework where to decompose weighted properties. We show that most of the notions given in [10] , in particular decomposition (Sec. 5) are still valid even if considering different metrics. We discuss related work about these two main aspects. Some examples of a quantitative temporal logic are [5, 1, 9] . In [5] the authors present QLTL, a quantitative analogue of LTL and presents algorithms for model checking it over quantitative versions of Kripke structures and Markov chains. Thus, weights are in the interval of Real numbers r0, 1s. In [1] the authors combine robustness scores with the satisfaction probability to optimise some control parameters of a stochastic model: the goal is to best maximise robustness of the desired specifications. However, even this approach is focused on (continuous-time) Markov Chains, and not on semiring algebraic-structures. One more example is the weighted CTL logic in [9] , which adopts weight intervals instead of a single score. In [9] the authors associate each transition in weighted modal transition systems with an interval of weights, implementing a sort of "loose" specification. The presence of both negative and positive preferences in [9] can be achieved by using bipolar-semiring structures [6] . In addition, the interval idea suggests a rephrasal our framework into a Soft Constraint Satisfaction Problem (SCSP ) [3, 6] , where weights correspond to explicit constraints on transitions. Hence, finding a solution on a SCSP leads to satisfying all the intervals. Some work about decomposition are mostly related to adaptation and negotiation protocols that allow multiple agents to cooperate and reach a goal by agreeing on which part of the goal they satisfy respectively. In our approach we propose a general decomposition framework that is valid regardless the behaviour of the involved agents. We obtain all possible decomposition (the saturated one) while the protocols proposed in the literature obtain a possible decomposition suitable for the involved parties. In the following of this section we briefly introduce some of them. In [7] and [17] the authors analyse a selected list of design patterns for managing the coordination in the literature of self-organising systems. The work in [13] deals with Security Adaptation Contracts (SAC s) consisting of a high-level specification of the mapping between the signature and the security policies of services, plus some temporal logic restrictions and secrecy properties to be satisfied. In [15] the authors focus on automated adaptation of an agent's functionality by means of an agent factory. An agent factory is an external service that adapts agents, on the basis of a well-structured description of the software agent. Structuring an agent makes it possible to reason about an agent's functionality on the basis of its blueprint, which includes information about its configuration. In [11] , Li et al. present an approach for securing distributed adaptation. A plan is synthesized and executed, allowing the different parties to apply a set of data transformations in a distributed fashion. In particular, the authors synthesise "security boxes" that wrap services. Security boxes are pre-designed, but interchangeable at run time. In [16] , the AVISPA tool is run first to obtain the protocol of the composition, and second to verify that it preserves the desired security properties.
Conclusion and Future Work
We have presented a verification framework where to study quantitative properties, i.e., properties with an associated value. This value can be interpreted as how much costly the verification of a property is in terms of non-functional aspects as, e.g., time and cost to execute an action. Hence, it is possible to set a threshold t representing the last sustainable cost, and check if the total value is better than t. In particular, the main goal of the framework is the decomposition of a property into simpler ones, which needs to be locally satisfied by the subcomponents (i.e.,, quantitative contexts) of a system.
We can extend such a framework in several ways. A possible direction is the identification of comparative monitoring strategies able to guarantee the security of a system. Such strategies will be based on the partial ordering of a semiring and be compared in order to synthesise the best one (whether it exists). Furthermore, we can distinguish between centralised and decentralised ways of monitoring different locations of a distributed system. The aim is to find the best strategies and compare them to understand which properties are better enforced in a centralised way, and which one in a decentralised way. Finally, we would like to manage infinite contexts by extending our logic to deal with fix-points, taking the inspiration from [12] .
